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The Divorce

Film(making) ……..…………………………… AVT / Media access

Pre-production

Production

Post-production

Distribution



• 1900-1920s – Silent cinema: intertitles > at post-prod

• Late 1930s onwards: refinement of dubbing/subbing > distrib.

It used to be different…

The Divorce



The Divorce

Top-Grossing Films 2000-2017 
+  Best Picture Oscar Winners 2000-2017

--------------------------------------------------
Average foreign gross (subtitled or dubbed)= 50%

However

Between 0.01%-0.1% of the budget and 50% of the revenue



• Market conditions: deadlines and remuneration

The Damage

Filmmaker

Translator Viewers











The Reconciliation:               
AFM

The consideration of translation and accessibility 
during the production of audiovisual media 

(through the collaboration between 
the creative team and the translator)

in order to provide access to content 
for people that cannot, or cannot properly,

access it in its original form.                          



The Reconciliation

Filmmaker

Translator Viewers

Accessible 
Filmmaking
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Changes in media access: the three shifts

For all (universal)

With all (user-centred)

From inception (proactive)
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-For those who cannot hear or understand the audio content  

-Persons 
with hearing loss
with learning difficulties or cognitive disabilities
watching a movie in a non-native language
who cannot hear the audio content due to environmental 
conditions



But are filmmakers making films for all?









Denial of difference



Denial of difference

“I am interested in the 
audience. 

They are going to sit there 
and say: 
I know what’s coming next.

I have to say: Do you?”



Denial of difference

“I am interested in the 
audience”. 



Denial of difference

“I am interested in the 
audience”. 

Are you?



Denial of difference

I am interested in the 
original audience. 



Filmmaker

Translator Viewers



Changes in media access: the three shifts

For all (universal)

With all (user-centred)



Filmmaker

Translator Viewers

Reception research

(with all)



Reception research: subtitling



Subtitling 

The impact of subtitles

on the nature of the film &

on its reception by the viewers



Subtitling 

The impact of subtitles

on the nature of the film  



Subtitling  

Constraints (time and space)

Songs

Subtitlese and language variation

Multilingualism



Subtitling 

The impact of subtitles

on the nature of the film &

on its reception by the viewers



Subtitling 

The impact of subtitles

on its reception by the viewers



How do we watch original films?

How do we watch subtitled films?



How do we watch original films?

Voluntary eye movements

Involuntary eye movements



How do we watch original films?

Voluntary eye movements: the tasks we take on

Involuntary eye movements



How do we watch original films?

Voluntary eye movements: the tasks we take on

Involuntary eye movements: illusion of volition



How do we watch original films?

Voluntary eye movements: the tasks we take on

Involuntary eye movements: illusion of volition

inattentional blindness

attentional synchrony

visual momentum

Inattentional Blindness-How Many Passes.mp4
Attentional synchrony.mp4


General (un)tidy pattern

Visual momentum

Subtitling legibility

Subtitling blindness

How do we watch subtitled films?



General (un)tidy pattern

Visual momentum

Subtitling legibility

Subtitling blindness

How do we watch subtitled films?



General (un)tidy pattern

How do we watch subtitled films?

ET and subs.avi
ET and subs.avi


General (un)tidy pattern

How do we watch subtitled films?



General (un)tidy pattern

Visual momentum

Subtitling legibility

Subtitling blindness
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General (un)tidy pattern

Visual momentum

Subtitling legibility

Subtitling blindness

How do we watch subtitled films?



General (un)tidy pattern

Visual momentum

Subtitling legibility

Subtitling blindness

How do we watch subtitled films?



Subtitling blindness

1) Shots with dialogue/narration over on-screen text



Subtitling blindness

1) Shots with dialogue/narration over on-screen text

AQUÍ VIVEN UNA ADORABLE ANCIANA
Y UN VIEJO GRUÑÓN.

Ella sabe lo que tiene ahí.
Yo no estoy muy seguro.
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Subtitling blindness

2) An important visual element opening a scene with dialogue

Subtitling blindness 2.mp4
Subtitling blindness 2.mp4


Subtitling blindness

2) An important visual element opening a scene with dialogue



Subtitling blindness

3) Peripheral visual elements in scenes with dialogue



Subtitling blindness

3) Peripheral visual elements in scenes with dialogue



Subtitling blindness

4) Visual elements in scenes with fast dialogue

Viewing speed Time on subtitles Time on images

10 cps ≃ 120wpm
±40% ±60%

12.5cps ≃ 150wpm
±50% ±50%

15cps ≃ 180wpm
±60% - 70% ±40% - 30%

16.7cps ≃ 200wpm
±80% ±20%



General (un)tidy pattern

Viewing speed

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwijudqEkPnTAhUEiRoKHcNxAXYQjRwIBw&url=http://beththepisces.blogspot.com/&psig=AFQjCNF6ReGqpZTsy7uD_elc0mYk8JQWhg&ust=1495185946244125
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwijudqEkPnTAhUEiRoKHcNxAXYQjRwIBw&url=http://beththepisces.blogspot.com/&psig=AFQjCNF6ReGqpZTsy7uD_elc0mYk8JQWhg&ust=1495185946244125
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjbgNShkPnTAhWCnRoKHd_ACF8QjRwIBw&url=https://movies.stackexchange.com/questions/9879/first-use-of-on-screen-text-messages-like-in-sherlock-and-house-of-cards&psig=AFQjCNF6ReGqpZTsy7uD_elc0mYk8JQWhg&ust=1495185946244125
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Subtitling blindness

4) Shots where the subtitle covers important visual elements
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Subtitling blindness

4) Shots where the subtitle covers important visual elements



Subtitling blindness

4) Shots where the subtitle covers important visual elements



Subtitling blindness

5) Quick shots with dialogue or narration

Subtitling blindness 5.avi
Subtitling blindness 5.avi
Subtitling blindness 5.avi


Subtitling for the deaf and hard of hearing

Character identification

Manner of speaking 

Music

Sound effects
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Subtitling for the deaf and hard of hearing

Character identification

Manner of speaking 

Music

Sound effects

When a speaker ID is required for 
a character who has yet to be 
identified by name, use [man] or 
[woman], or [male voice] or 
[female voice], so as not to 
provide information that is not yet 
present in the narrative.



TREVOR: What I can imagine



is as if I put my head
in a bowl of porridge.



There’s nothing.



[Man] What I can imagine



Subtitling for the deaf and hard of hearing

Character identification

Manner of speaking 

Music

Sound effects



Subtitling for the deaf and hard of hearing

Character identification

Manner of speaking 

Music

Sound effects Use objective descriptions that 
describe genre or mood identifiers 
for atmospheric non-lyrical music, 
for example [menacing electronic 
music plays].





http://readingsounds.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/TheArtist-MusicSwellsSubsides.jpg
http://readingsounds.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/TheArtist-MusicSwellsSubsides.jpg






Limitations of subtitles

Cannot show difference in volumes

Cannot show depth

Cannot show overlapping dialogue / sounds



Limitations of subtitles

Cannot show difference in volumes

Cannot show depth

Cannot show overlapping dialogue / sounds

Film = show, don’t tell

Creative Subtitles



Creative / Integrated Titles

Font

Size

Placement

Display mode

Effects































Placement of creative subtitles

- Short distance between the title and the main focus area

- No coverage of primary areas

- Indication of speaker and speaking direction

- Legibility: contrast with the background

- Aesthetic identity: tone, atmosphere and image composition

- Accessibility: character identification and info about sound or mood













Changes in media access: the three shifts

For all (universal)

With all (user-centred)

From inception (proactive)







Is it feasible?

Too time consuming

Too expensive

Filmmakers not interested



AFM workflow



AFM workflow



AFM workflow



AFM cost





Accessible filmmakers



Cuarón was also heavily involved in the
English-language subtitling of Roma, a job
he considered painful. First, he started with
a literal translation of the dialogue, but that
didn’t work because of its duration in
relation to what takes place on screen.

“The issue with subtitling is that it’s not
only about translating, but also about
creating a rhythm,” he noted. His priority
was keeping the audience engaged with
what was happening on screen:

“If you have a viewer that’s too worried
about reading the subtitles they are going
to stop reading the image.”
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“AFM is an extremely creative and 

collaborative process. 

For us, the attention and thought 

given by the accessibility team 

meant that the process transcended 

basic considerations of clarity, 

comprehension, plot and was able 

to encompass aesthetic concerns, 

such as viewpoint, ambiguity, 

tension, tone, etc. 

Working in this way allowed the accessible versions to be an extension of the wider 

creative approach of the film.”

Accessible filmmakers



“More than any discussion about the 

film, working on AD and SDH has 

enabled me to see the film not as I made 

it, but, for the first time, as it’s going to 

be experienced by the viewers”.

(Marcelo Toledo)

Accessible filmmakers



Creative dubbing supervisors

Aim: - to preserve the original creative intent of our filmmakers 

throughout the many language adaptations 

Requirements: - to identify challenges that localization will face even before it begins

- to work with content creators to balance needs of the target audience 

with nuances of creative vision

- to develop creative approaches to localisation when suitable



Some final thoughts

Real access needs collaboration before distribution

Not new, but long overdue

More creative control for filmmakers

Better working conditions for access providers

Improved quality for the users

Financial and common sense



Online AFM training course
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Filmmaking

All 
viewers



Accessible 
Filmmaking



Films for all
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